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Objective 
 
To gather and review (rapidly evolving) information regarding the efficacy 
and/or effectiveness for the use of temperature screening measures on 
(various) workers/at workplaces for COVID-19. 

Methods 
•  A comprehensive literature search was conducted on March 24, 2020. 

• Searches were conducted on commercial medical databases, including 
Embase® (1974 to 2020 March 23), Ovid MEDLINE® and Epub Ahead of 
Print®, Medline In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations®, Medline Daily 
Update® and Medline® (1946 to March 23, 2020). 

• The searches were done by employing combinations of the following 
keywords: 

o ((SARS-CoV-2) OR (COVID-19) OR (wuhan ADJ virus) OR (2019-
nCoV)) AND (screening OR screen OR surveillance) AND 
(temperature OR questionnaire OR (respiratory ADJ symptom*)) 

• A manual search was also conducted on the references of relevant studies 
identified via the database searches. 

• Nine(1-9) articles were identified via all the above searches.  

Results 
• It should be noted that the majority of the relevant, currently available 

studies, including the nine(1-9) studies discussed here, focused on the 
screening of travelers and not workers or workplaces exclusively. 

• Of these nine(1-9) studies that were retrieved in full, four(1,2,4,8) 
investigated the process and outcomes of using infra-red (IR) 
thermometers as part of various screening protocols of travelers.  

• An expert opinion in the form of a letter to Editor is presented from 
Aw(1). This opinion highlights the commonly known inconsistencies 
regarding the use of handheld IR thermometers, including issues 
concerning usage protocol (i.e. whether a reading is taken from the 
temple or the forehead, the distance between sensor and skin), operator 
training, and calibration/accuracy of the device. Another expert opinion 
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in the form of a letter to Editor is available from Bwire & Paulo(2), which 
additionally highlights the ineffectiveness of symptoms-based screening 
since individual COVID-19 carriers may be asymptomatic/early in their 
incubation period, or some of whom may be purposefully concealing 
fevers/high body temperatures with OTC medication.  

• Quilty et al.(8) provided a report based on a simulation model of traveler 
(n=100 infected/carrier) screening for COVID-19 using IR thermal image 
scanners, based on currently known incubation periods and symptom 
manifestations for eventual severe cases, within a long duration of travel 
(12hrs,  based on international flight times). This report concluded that 
even with both entry and exit body temperature screening, 47% of 
infected travelers will come and go undetected. It should be noted 
however, this does mean that around 53% of cases would be detected at 
some point over the course of this travel simulation. 

• Finally, the ECRI issued an assessment of evidence on the use of IR 
temperature screening for potentially identifying infected staff or visitors 
presenting to healthcare facilities during infectious disease outbreaks(4). 
This report reviewed data from studies and reports which focused on 
both airport and workplace settings, where IR-based thermal screening 
methods were used as an infection detection method (standalone or part 
of greater screening protocol). The ECRI concludes that a number of 
issues consistently render the use of temperature screening unfavourable 
as an infection screening method; issues include known factors such as 
the inability to detect COVID-19 positive but asymptomatic individuals, 
inconsistent screener/user technique or user error, differences in device 
calibration, and purposeful symptom suppression on the part of the 
infected individual.  

• These four(1,2,4,8) reports/opinions also pointed out the potential 
shortcomings of using questionnaires as part of the screening process in 
conjunction with temperature screening, as it relies on each individual 
providing trustworthy and honest answers. 

Summary 

• Currently available information regarding the use of IR thermometer or 
similar IR temperature screening devices suggest only weak support for 
this practice, as part of a greater pandemic mitigation strategy in public 
places such as airports, care homes, and workplaces. A number of issues 
were raised, highlighting shortcomings inherent to the devices’ usage, 
and also factors such as intentional symptom suppression on the part of 
the infected person, as well as the timing of each person’s incubation 
period progression at the time of screening, or for those whose COVID-19 
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symptoms may not include fever and/or are asymptomatic. 
• The use of questionnaires in conjunction with temperature screening 

provides no greater efficacy and/or effectiveness in infection detection, as 
the level of subjectivity in answers are hard to control for. 

• At present, official Health Canada guidelines regarding public pandemic 
mitigation practices should remain at the forefront in all social/public 
settings, including the practice of social distancing, self-isolation in the 
presence of COVID-19 symptoms and/or after high-risk exposure, and 
personal hygience vigilance such as proper handwashing and 
cough/sneeze etiquette.  
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Appendix 1 
WorkSafeBC - Evidence-Based Practice Group Levels of Evidence 
(adapted from 1,2,3,4) 

1 Evidence from at least 1 properly randomized controlled trial 
(RCT) or systematic review of RCTs. 

2 Evidence from well-designed controlled trials without 
randomization or systematic reviews of observational studies. 

3 Evidence from well-designed cohort or case-control analytic 
studies, preferably from more than 1 centre or research group. 

4 
Evidence from comparisons between times or places with or 
without the intervention. Dramatic results in uncontrolled 

      
5 Opinions of respected authorities, based on clinical experience, 

descriptive studies or reports of expert committees.  
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